358                       COMPLETE  SPECIFICATIONS.
Word Engineer Defined.—The word "Engineer," where-
ever used in this instrument, means the Chief Engineer of the        '             I
Southern Missouri Railway Company for the time being, or his                     |
duly authorized Assistants, or Inspectors, limited by the par-                     I
ticular duties entrusted to them.                                   R. M.                             *L
172a. Specifications for Building Levees to Con-                 j
fine Flood Waters.     The  following specification  is  used                     I
(1902) by the State of Louisiana for the building of levees on          "          \
the banks of the Mississippi river.                                                                       I
The levee shall be built of such material, and disposed and                     I
distributed in such manner as the Engineer in charge may                     I
direct, under the requirements of the Board of State Engineers.                     f
The required allowance for settling shall be added to the height                     |
of the levee; this allowance to be at the discretion of the En-                     I
gineer in charge, up to one-fifth in excess of the net height of                     I
the levee; it being tinderstood that a cubic yard of embankment under this agreement is a net cubic yard of settled earth, and                     '
equal to five-sixths of a gross cubic yard of loose earth.
The Contractor shall remove all trees, stumps, logs, roots,                     %
stalks, weeds, grass, trash and perishable matter of every kind                     f
not specially exempted from this requirement by instructions from the Engineer in charge, and plow or spade up the ground                     }
over the entire surface to be covered by the embankment.    He                     '
shall cut muck ditches of such depth and size and in such places as may be prescribed by the Engineer in charge. He shall grub up by the roots all trees and stumps coming within the base of the levee, and three feet on either side of the base. He shall remove all buried logs, brick or walls and other material considered unsuitable by the Engineer in charge. He shall refill all holes made by grubbing or by the removal of unsuitable materials, as aforesaid, with solid earth up to the level of the natural surface; and the filling of such holes shall not be paid for by the cubic yard (except in special cases, when so directed by the Engineer in charge), but shall be a part of the clearing and grubbing to be done as incidental. or auxiliary work, the price of which is included in the price per cubic yard hereinafter stipulated. He shall carefully clean all ditches crossing the line                      |
of levees, and fill them with solid earth up to the level of the                      r
natural surface to a distance of twenty feet from the base of tne                      i
levee on the land side, where there are no "banquettes," and to                      \
the width of the berme on the river side.    If required by the                      L

